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What does the Value Them Both Amendment do?
It stops painful, late-term abortions (live dismemberment abortions) and protects other limits on the
abortion industry. It does not ban abortion.

Does Value Them Both Ban abortion?
No. The only thing it bans is taxpayer funded abortions.

Why is it even needed with Roe being overturned?
The decision to overturn Roe v. Wade simply returns the question of abortion to each state.
In 2019, the Kansas State Supreme Court declared that abortion is an unlimited right. Every limit on
abortion, in the words of the Court, is now “presumed unconstitutional.” Abortion limits and laws are
already being struck down, one-by-one. The result is that Kansas is becoming a destination for
extreme abortions.
That’s why passing Value Them Both—a state constitutional amendment that reverses the 2019
ruling—is more crucial than ever before.
Since 2019, abortions have increased by 13% and half of our abortions are performed on out-of-state
residents coming to Kansas.
The abortion industry would like nothing more than to keep abortion unlimited and unregulated in
Kansas. It wants Kansas as a “haven” and destination for extreme abortions, paid for by taxpayers.

Does Value Them Both impact ectopic pregnancies, miscarriages, etc...
No. Anti-Amendment forces want to make this campaign about anything but painful late-term
abortions and keeping limits in place on the Kansas abortion industry. They are waging a campaign of
confusion.
Kansas has a very clear legal definition of abortion-K.S.A. 65-6701(a).
-The treatment for an ectopic pregnancy is NOT an abortion.
-The treatment for miscarriage is NOT an abortion.
-The treatment for septic uterus is NOT an abortion.

Does Value Them Both have anything to do with contraception?
No. Value Them Both has nothing to do with contraception. Abortion industry forces want to make
this campaign about anything but painful, late-term abortions and keeping limits in place on the
Kansas abortion industry. This is also a part of their campaign of confusion.
Kansas has a very clear legal definition of abortion-K.S.A. 65-6701(a). Value Them Both is about
empowering Kansans to make crucial decisions that can better protect women and preborn babies.

